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INSIDE  THE 
WHITE HOUSE 1971 
Sometimes, if you approach the White Harm at dash, 
you bear a Liming" terreching :mid that tam: to be 
corning from all around you. Startled, you ;birth for a 
neement that it may be the .itarlings, which have fir 
re long hem the tame of Washington, come to room rn 
the giant freer. Then yor realize the sound it coming 
from loadipcairm nu high in the branches, repeating 
over and over Mr high, agonized dinner cry of the 
whiqurrout hirer% its peirpore to drim away any that 
might he ramped to tarry here. The waive round goes 
en, shrieking ow and owe again into the cold, misty, 
luminous evening. Lee the imagination era and you 
are oath to the crone cawing runinorsiy over the Capi-
tol in Rome, the Harpies, the Witch of Ender and other 
dark, foreboding things. The wand goes On and On, 
frantic. heliething, agonized, protaring, over and 
over and arm above the hammed, harried home and 
all who live and work within ir. 

Power in a President's house has many hon. 
many voices. Some candidly for quotation, same 
candidly for quotation but not for attribution, tell 
the story of an Administration seeking answers ro 
questions never ending: 

Dwight Chapin. the President's appointments 
secretary, is 30. dark-eyed, dark-haired, rosy-
cheaked, good-looking, earnest, intent; he gives 
the impression that he has so many things on his 
mind that he simply can't relax for a moment. 
This is probably true. 

"We're responsible for the general schedul-
ing of the President's rime and also the daily 
schedule. i also act as advance man, or send out 
members of my staff as advance men, when the 
President is traveling. In addition. I participate 
with Herb Klein and various public affairs officers 
at a regular Saturday meeting in which we take 
up things that might help the President in dealing 
with the public and decide whether they are worth 
his caking the time to do them. We are already 
considering whir we want to do on television and 
radio near year; we are also considering how we 
want to involve the First Family in the holiday  

season nen year. This year's schedule was already 
locked up a long time ago. This group is involved, 
in other words, in the whole merchandising part 
of the operation. 

"The President averages about 12 appoint. 
menu a day. He also does • lot of telephoning. 
Its all on the same sheet, a log which is kept by 
our office and his secretary's office. 

"The President says he really works two days 
in one. He comes to work between eight and 
eight-fifteen and usually works steadily until 2 
p.m. Then after a lunch break, he resumes at 
three•rhsny and works until seven. Then frequent-
ly he will rerun to the office after dinner and 
work until to or II. p.m. 

"Of course, he Cull do this because, unlike 
the ordinary businessman, he has everything 
scheduled for him. He doesn't have to stop and 
decide whom Ire's going to telephone or see 
because his secretary knows already who it will 
be, or maybe someone has been told to call in ar 
a given rime. Bab Haldeman is my boss, and we 
try to see that whatever the President puts his 
time on will be worth doing. 

"When we get a request for an appointment. 
we staff it out by sending a memo ro the President 
and to others concerned describing what is to be 
covered in the appointment, who favors the 
appointment and who opposes it That way we 
make sure his time is not wasted, He has recently 
established what we all an 'open hour' once a 
week, during which eight or ten people may see 
him for as much as five or ten minutes apiece. In 
addition, we hive the 'congressional half hour' 
once or twice a month in which congressmen who 
want to calk to him personally can make an ap-
pointment for five or ten minutes. 

"The President has areal warmth about him. 
He's very considerate of others. To my knowledge 
he has never once yelled or gotten boisterous. He 
also is very quick to think of things to make 
people happy. For instance, the other day I went 
in and saw two Rose Bowl tickets [for the Stan-
ford-Ohio State game] lying on his desk. I said,  

'Isn't there somebody we could give those to 
who would appreciate them? Somebody, for in-
stance, who was born in Ohio but grew up in 
Californis?' He thought for just a minute and 
then he said, 'You go find some wife of a prisoner 
of war who was born in Ohio end grew up in 
California and I bet she'd like to have them: So 
we did find one and the lerrer has gone out. I 
don't know whether she'll like them or nor, but 
at least we're starting it through the mill." 

"One thing that annoy; me a little with the staf'+ 
says tin Prmidest'l longtime campaign 4.1J9fiale Mur- 
ray Cbraintr, 	that all they release of the President's 
rchtelnie oath day are the formal things, greeting visit-
ing firemen or the medal-giving ceremony in she Rose 
Garden. There are about three of them, maybe leer, 
each day. Thir goes right be the paper alongside 
Congrez, with maybe 25 committees at work in the 
Howe and another 20 in the Senate. It makes hint 
loci almost frivolorr compared to Congress I wonder 
what the swim mutt think labs come here and know 
only his CdrenlOefidl schedule that they read in the 
papers." 

Daniel Patrick Moynihan has gone back to his 
former love, teaching at Harvard, but he maintains 
his quiet ties with the President. In the White 
House, he was the principal agitator for the Nixon 
welfare plan, the idea of guaranreed income, the 
idea of reducing public hysteria in the approach 
to social problems. Flamboyant., voluble, well-
spoken, decent, he believes he sees in the Presi-
dent a man as good-hearted as himself and says so 
with a forceful and unabashed vigor which brings 
much criticism from those who were friends of his 
when he worked for the Kennedy and Johnson 
administrations. He doesn't care, maintaining his 
position with a zest that would do credit to a 
Harry Truman in his younger days. 

"Perhaps the principal thing that has struck 
me during my time here his been the way in 
which the Presidency has been devalued, de-
graded and even insulted. There has been a steady 
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decline in respect for it, and this shows itself is 
many ways. For instance, there was that girl today 
who got an award from the President and then 
told him she didn't believe he was sincere in try-
mg to get out of Vietnam. To me, it's vital to the 
way our demmnacy operates that you respect the 
office and the institutions of the country. 

had another example coming back from a 
speech last night. A young man on the plane 
recognized me and asked if he could make a 
'citizen's complaint.' I said, 'Me you a citizen?' 
He said he was and then proceeded with the usual 
comments about the war, the minorities and so 
on. Among cachet things. he said that he had read 
scimewhere that some friend of the President had 
called hire 	before he rook office but since 
he became President has celled him 'Mr. Presi. 
dem; This young fellow said thisindicated to him 
that the President was an egomaniac surrounded 
by some sort of Oriental court. I tried to point our 
that George Washington made the decision that 
be was not to be addressed as Your Majesty but 
simply as 'Mr. President.' and that this has been 
one of the &name-its.] features of our democracy 
ever since. Bur I could see that he was not really 
convinced, and that's typical of the attitude a lot 
of these kids have coward our institutions. They're 
just plain ignorant of history, of respect, of funda-
mental knowledge anti common sense. 

"Perhaps the fundamental issue of our time 
is the erosion of the authority of our American 
institutions. Authority relations are consensual, 
power relations ern based on force_ If we had a 
power society and somebody challenged the 
President, he could say, 'Off with your head!' 
But in a society resting an the authority of Inste• 
moons by consent, this can't be done. The danger 
is, however, that if the authority of institutions is 
eroded enough, it may be succeeded by a power 
society in which democratic rights and freedoms 
will ultimately disappear. 

"Another aspen of die erosion of the Presi-
dency, it seems to me, can be found in the way 
irs which it is subjected to political attack and the 
President's purposes thwarted for partisan reasons. 

"The President's political task is made extra 
difficult because lie represents a group which is 
nor fashionable or popular with the major ele-
ments of the media. The silent majority is silent 
bemuse it has nothing to say. It has no popular 
intellectuals speaking for ir, it represents no major 
cultural breakthroughs, and so everything it says 
is ridiculed and put down. 

"I do think the President has mimed the 
country subsrenuadly. When he came into the 
White House after a bitter campaign, we were 
handed forms whereby the President could mil 
out the National Guard to handle riots. lie could 
just 511 in the dare and the name of the city. 
That's how bad things were at that point. His 
inaugural was the first in which Federal troops 
were brought into Washington in fear of distur-
bances. It was really something, it gave you an 
eerie feeling to see troop carriers and tanks roll 
in here alongside the Executive Office Building, 
where a command post was set up. Every major 
presidential aide had a phone connected directly 
to riot control headquarters of the District of 
Columbia police. Two years later, no National 

Guard is mobilized anywhere, no troops are in 
Washington, we no longer have our riot phones, 
and as a matter of fact, we have a lot more law 
and order in the country now than when we 
walked in two yews ago. 

"The President is very calm about personal 
attacks and urges US CO be WO. This can be a 
weakness. however, because he and the people 
mound him just assume automatically that the 
press is going to attack things they propose. no 
they don't defend them—they don't seek even 
the modest support which I believe they could 
ger if they weren't so sure they were going to be 
attacked. Admittedly the major elements have 
been and usually are very unfLt. Bur I still think 
the Administration could get more support than 
it does ger if it had a different approach and a 
different feeling toward the press than it does 
have. 

"One area, of course, its which there has been 
great unfairness is the area of his commitment to 
helping the Negroes. This Administration has 
been more serious an the Negro than any in 
history. It has carried through on a rising projec-
tion of lawa and directives aiding the Negro. I 
think there is a very genuine compassion on his 
part-1 was poor, I. know what it's like, its 
lousy.—ye: they have managed to label him anti-
Negro. 

"He has had the least generous press of any 
one I have ever known in the White House. It 
has been one long presumption of malfeasance, 
sinister intent, trickery and double-dealing. 

"The Vietnam war is killing the American 
Presidency, !Henry! Kissinger is extraordinarily 
brilliant, but he is stuck, and the President is stuck, 
with the end result of other peoples mistakes. 
Personally, I think we should get out of Vietnam 
even faster than we are, because the stakes involved 
in world affairs now are no high. I'm x pessimist 
—I think we really may blow ourselves up. The 
man you're writing about can literally push the 
button and destroy the world. And so, of course, 
can the others on the other side.-  

Former F.irrabawer.ldeaieirtretian official, Valbihr 
tan mune% longtime Ninon friend' How ir Nixon 
doing? I think he is doing very poorly. His afraid to be 
tough and rudders on Onset when a President Aar got 
to be lough and rush/art, and where the count', would 
applaud him if be were. He it afraid he will live rp 
to the press attacks about Isis ruthlethusr, bat that is 
exactly what is needed. They home biro buffaloed is 
he dooms do what he should do to provide strong 
luiderthip. I find doh wry disturbing.-  

Nixon intimate No, 1. "As of nom —that favorite 
phrase='  ahem it no prong dump-Agnew 

1101411f1t. Bus a lot will depend 01 how rim Vice 
President cann'orti himself as we MIA inns the home-
:much before the convention. He bar $ lotgoing for 
hint, but there it a razor-AM liar between 6 recite 
which point out things that a lot of people agree with 
and a moire that become, Irria'ene by talking too much. 
WrOrMe, the Vice President also has going for him the 
Prvident's irvid memories of the son of treatment be 
rewired when he was Vier Pemident. Their WAY a 
droop-Nixon movement in those day, remember.-  Nix- 

on intimate No_ 	"Then are fear mamas against 

Nixon intimate: "As of 
now, there is no strong dump- 
Agnew movement. But a lot 

will depend on how the 
Vice President conducts 

himself as we come 
into the homestretch...." 

a dump-Agnew movement. The first is that the possi-
bility is raised in e041111 And 'saws nerves oaf of an 
obviow, and to the Pruden; OfenJibe. hop that it will 
occur. The remind fs that MR the bops is premature,. 
became Preddenn make that kind of decision in the 
spring of an election year, or maybe in the summer port 
before, or seen daring, the Inneenli011. Thirdly. I know 
of no disposition an the part of the Presidents staff or 
advisers so In lath athing. And fourth, Mr. Agnew 
hat a rather devoted following among-move &menu 
of the Repnblican party. and an &MAT?! 117 get rid of 
him could hair glare into-wing rtiodu. Having ;aided 
no bins many rimes, f know that he is very philosophical 
and is net worried about it. I really thigh he would be 
bob.  zither way—and after all, what site cat u 
Vim Peerilial71 dor 

None of which means, of course, that these 
two suave gentlemen would not gladly and eager-
ly assist in the political execution of Spiro T. Ag- 
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new if their boss asked them to; or that their boss. 
bound by the imperatives of Presidents, which 
are sometimes less subject to conscience and 
friendship than those of ordinary men, might not 
perfectly calmly and logically decide to order such 
a thing at the coming national convention. An 
Agnew aide sums up the perils of being No. 2, an 
office in which you do not necessarily, if you wish 
to retain it, try harder: 

"We have received eccellerir cooperation 
from the White House Ind partly, I think, 
because the President is so wholeheartedly for 
Agnew. However, I chink that if they got the 
word, or if they felt he was a detriment to the 
President, they would an him in a minute. 

"One interesting episode occurred when the 
Vice President was speaking to The Associated 
Press Managing Editors' convention in Honolulu 
recently. He had about a page and t half in which 
he specifically named people like the New York 
Timer, A...Wig...ea. Tim.. Loon and Life. NBC, ABC 
and CBS as those he meant when he talked about 
the Eastern press establishment. This caused great 
excitement in the White House staff. They were 
horrified that he would name these people. 

"His point of view was that he wanted to say 
specifically whom he was criticizing, and not 
make it just the press in general. However, there 
was great upset about this in the staff, and they 
rook it to Nixon. He overruled Agnew and asked 
him to take it out of the speech, which lie did. 

don't really understand this attitude of the 
President or of some of the White House staff 
is this, because the way I look at it. these people 
are your enemies for life. They are not going to 
change, there rs nothing ro be gained by appees-
ing them, and you might just as well sail into 
them with everything you have. However, the 
President is apparently still crying to mike some 
points with people who are bitterly critical of him 
and are never going to change. That could be a 
factor in what lie does about the Vice President 
next time.... It could be a factor." 

S
itting quietly in their Shrraroa•Purk apart-

ment with Mrs. Agnew after a telexed 
and intimate family dinner, the storm 
renter of all these battles, pressures and 
controversies speaks quietly and shrewd. 

ly about himself and the perils of his country as 
he sees them. 

QUESTION: Whet do you chink of the Vice 
Presidency as an office now that you have been in 
it for a while? 

"I think it's the most flexible office in the 
Government"—sudden laugh. "Certainly it has 
given me, I chink, more opportunity than any 
ocher Vice President—thanks to the kindness of 
the President—to do things in the Government. I 
didn't really want ro ger so far away from the 
Senate, where constitutionally I'm president of the 
Senate and presiding officer, but its worked our 
that way. 

"I went up to the Senate my firm day here, all 
full of idealism and sentiment. I had spent five or 
siasinisions with the parliamentarian trying to learn 
the rules of the Senate; I knew the senators by 
neon and I knew their faces; I was prepared to go 
in there and do a job as the President's tepresenm•  

rive in the Senate. I even ptepated a little your- 
minute talk to express my pleasure ar being there 
on the firer day. When the session opened, the 
majority leader spoke in a perfunctory way for 
about a minute to welcome me to the Senate and 
this was followed by the minority leader doing 
the same thing. 

"After that the majority leader said, 'Mr. 
President, I move that the Vice President be 
given two minutes to reply: I was then faced 
with curritig down a prepared four-minute speech 
to two minuet, which was awkward in itself. It 
was like a slap in the flee. 

-However, I tried hard ro get to know the 
senators and to work with them in those first 
months. Then, unfortunately, the President was 
called away to Europe ac the time of the ABM 
fight. I was given the job of helping to ger that 
legislation through. When it got to a vote, I went 
up to Len Jordan [Republican. Idaho] during the 
voce and just said casually, 'Len, how are you 
going to vote?' He drew himself up, scared at me 
azoisingIy, and said. 'You can't tell me how to 
vote! You can't twist my arm?' Within a minute ht 
was off the floor calling in the press for a press 
conference, saying that I was going around the 
Senate twisting arms. 

"It seemed to go on from there after that. 
And so, after trying for a while to get along with 
the Senate, I decided I would go down to the 
other end of Pennsylvania Avenue and try playing 
the Executive genie. 

"Down here, the President Mu found many 
things for me ro do, and on the whole I have been 
much happier working here with him in the Ex. 
ecunve Branch. I still go up to the Senate and 
preside. And when I preside, I make very sure I 
impose the rules, and if somebody is talking too 
long I gavel him dawn, and if somebody does 
something he shouldn't do, why, I gavel him 
down and force him to obey the rules. I've 
decided that if that's the way they want me to be, 
that's the way I will be. 

"However, I find up there, as I do in the 
Executive Branch, that I have no real power. le, 
a damned peculiar position to be in, ro have 
authority and a ride and responsibility with no 
real power to do anything. I think this is the 
hardest adjustment for a man to make, both 
coming to the Vice Presidency and coming to the 
Senate. He has been, is many of us were, a 
governor, say, in an administrative position, and 
suddenly he finds he can't do anything effectively. 
It's a strange sort of limbo, particularly for the 
Vice President. In the early days I used to say to 
myself, 'Now, tomorrow I'm going to do so and 
so' . . and then I would stop and think, 'You 
aren't going to do anything, you don't have the 
power.' 

"I find the Senate very exclusive and with-
drawn into itself . almost an arrogance in the 
dub feeling up there. Itenekes it difficult to deal 
with them, even in the rather remote fashion that 
I now do. And yet, you know"—dreamily—"the 
Senate might not be such a bad place to be, some. 

"I am very much disturbed by the trend of 
American policy under which, prodded on by the 
press and the liberals, we are steadily withdrawing  

from commitments around the world. lc is not so 
much that this reduces our power nulicariry to a 
dangerous level as it is that it codes the faith 
ocher nations have that we are strong enough to 
do something should a crisis arise. When I went 
to Asia, I found that they said, 'You can't do 
anything, teeny, if a pinch comes, because you ace 
withdrawing.' 

"In the same way, when we sometimes 
appear to be retreating before the Soviets in some 
ocher areas, this erodes the world's conlicienec 
that the United Scares will really do what it says 
it will do. Frankly, it scares me." 

QUESTION: Then how do you explain why 
the President appears to be withdrawing our 
power around the world? 

"He's in a hell of a position. He has the press 
and the media and the liberals and the academic 
community and all the rest after him all the rime. 
He is forced to teke that into account. No one 
who doesn't sir in the catbird sear can really 
understand his problem. Ir is all very well for 
people to criticize, bur until you are there, you 
don't know the pressures he must operate under. 

"I find these fellows on the Hill very dis-
turbing, particularly the attitude of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Ontnellifree Of course, Ful-
bright is going to get away free. Events will never 
catch up with him. He'll be dead by the time the 
results of what he advocates afflict this country. 
We're calking now ibour our grandchildren, or at 
least about the next generation. Then is when the 
blow will come from the Soviets. By that time, 
we will be so weak char we will not be able to 
respond unless we are willing to launch a massive 
retaliation that could blow up the world. They 
have been extremely clever in never forcing ■ 

crisis. Their method is to work around us and 
weaken us on every side without forcing a con-
frontation. Again I say It scares me, because these 
fellows in the Senate and in the House who 
oppose our foreign policy are doing things to this 
country which cannot possibly be reversed unless 
we start soon to do them. They will soon be 
irreversible. 

"There is an almost masochistic desire on the 
part of the liberal community to surrender and 
to hack away from any conftontatioa with Russia 
—for us to be twice is fair in dealing with them as 
with anybody else, twice as tong-suffering, twice 
as permissive as we are with anyone else. I find 
this almost impossible to understand, but I know 
it exists among many in the liberal communiry. 

"I wish there were some way to create a con-
servative newspaper in New York and also a con-
servative television and radio network. It is very 
hard to get people who have the money to co-
operate with one another. It is an example of the 
difficulty of getting people on the conservative 
side to organize to combat this intensive liberal 
drive all the time on the other side. 

"I really love foreign policy. I have thorough. 
ly enjoyed my trips *Broad and I am looking 
forward to making more. It is getting now so 
that they stop by to see inc when they come 
through here. I spent an hour today with King 
Hussein, whom I had met before. The first time is 
a formal visit, the second time they get more 
relaxed, and about the third time they really begin 
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"If there was ever a 
disciplinarian in the family 

—and there never 
was very much of a one— 

it was my mother. My 
father is a real soft touch," 
Tricia Nixon told Drury.. 

(0 talk to you. You can begin to understand the 

signals in their diplomatic language. You know 

their situation and you know what they are saying. 

find it very interesting and I'm glad the President 

has seen fit to give me this kind of responsibility. 

"I'm standing the gaff pretty well. I keep in 

good shape, and they aren't getting to me. When 

I first began the .6a campaign, there was a terrific 

drive to destroy me as a candidate and at first I 

cook it very seriously. For a little while I thought, 

'Well, I've got all chose marbles out there. Am 

I going to be able to keep control of them?' But 

the President was a tower of strength to me in that 

situation: 'Ignore them, they're going to be after 

you all the time anyway. It's a political campaign 

and there isn't much we can do to stop in so just 

say to hell with then and just keep right on doing 

what you're doing: And presently I realized when 

1 read the attacks that they were so extreme and 

exaggerated that they simply were ridiculous. 

They simply did not make sense. Once I under-

stood that, l got to the point where I could shrug 

them off and then they didn't bother me any 

more. Now I'm just going to go ahead and do 

what I Want to do, 
"But I do find that one has to be very specific 

in one's comments, because if not, the press im-

mediately shreds away all the qualifications that 

you put in. For instance, I said originally chat 

those who encouraged the student riots were 'effete 

snobs.' Within two or three days it had become, 

in the press, nor the people who bad !If coward 
the students, but the students themselves. Then 

presently it became all students. Then presently 

it became all youth. And that is the way it goes. 

"People asked me why I attacked Kingman 

Brewster of Yale and I said, 'Well, if I don't make 

it specific, within a week I will be accused of 

having attacked ail college presidents instead of 

just one college president.' This is a very danger-

ous thing that the press does, and they do it all 

the time." 
Mrs. Agnew, when asked how she thinks her 

husband is standing it: "I think he's doing all 

right. He manages to keep himself in good shape 

and seems to be in reasonably good spirits. We've 

learned to roll with the punches and we don't let 

it bother us any more:' 
He seems genuinely unconcerned about his 

political future. He seems to be really, completely 

philosophical about whether he stays on the 

ticket in '72 or leaves it. At one point when we 

were discussing the Vice Presidency I said humor-

ously, "Anyway, you're stuck with it." 

He raised a finger with a sudden smile. 
"Not forever," be said quickly. "Nor for- 

ever 

Fpester high Nixon staffer, amicably resign-
ea', still friendly and concerned: "Thew 
MOW to be a reluctance in the White House 
to mow to gripe with remain problems, both 
ofperronnel and of policy. Consequently, a 

lot of people are will hanging on who are diametrically 
wood to the Nixon program and they simply can't 
seem to get ep the gun to get rid of them. Bob Haldeman 
,and John arlichniair haw goners ma far too fan, They 
bate not real-5 been toted on getting where they are. 
They don't haw the experience. They don't really haw  

the backbone about parlour things. Also there seems 
is be a  rrlucvnn we N'a'a pan 'rally to gn afier 
some of these people who art abstracting him. It is a 
cations thing, which wend, alto, it mow to me, so 
firtegn polity and what MAU re be a reluctance, 
sometime, to come to firm grips with the challenge, 
that fate him an President from the Recisions and else-
where around the world." 

Tricia Nixon talks about her parents—and the 

press: "How do I regard the press? Well, I chink 

they're a necessary evil—no, I won't say that, 

because they aren't really evil. They have their 

job to do and I suppose that without them the 

public would not be informed, and in a way a 

President could not really do what he wants to 

do because he couldn't get public opinion behind 

him. However, I do chink that sometimes the 

questions in the press conference are nor so much 

questions as they are an indictment. I don't think 

that is so good... . 
"How do I regard my parents? I suppose 

that's the most impossible question for any child 

to answer. I am glad they are my parents. I love 

them. They've been very understanding and pa-
tient with both Julie and me. They've always been 

there when it counted. It's true my mother has 

always said she felt guilty, because they had to be 

away so often when my father was Vice President, 

when we were growing up. But in a way that 

contributed to our independence too. 

-If there was ever a disciplinarian in the fam-

ily—and there never was very much of a one—

it was my mother. My father is a real soft touch, 

from letting the dogs come to the table and 

feeding them when my mother doesn't want him 

to, to everything else. He has always been there 

to give advice but he has always waited to be 

asked. He has felt that we were on our own, in a 

sense—that we should be on our own.... 

"As for how my father is standing the Presi-

dency ... if he didn't have the conviction that 

he was contributing something to the country, 

and the feeling that he can accomplish something 

for all Americans, I think that it would be almost 

too great for him to bear-1 suppose too great 

for any President to bear, because they all must 

have felt that...." 

H. A. "Bob" Haldeman. chief executive officer 

of the White House, is in his forties, crew-cur, 

with deep-set dark eyes; youthfuidooking, trim, 

frank, straight-talking, obviously intelligent and 

efficient. He received me in his comfortable office, 

done in Williamsburg style with dark green paint 

and heavy drapes. A fire burned in the grave. 

(Outside the window we could hear King Tima-

hoe, the Na00.1.  Irish setter, barking as I heard 

him barking on many occasions during these 

interviews. He does not like being confined and 

seems to be ever hopeful that someone will come 

out and let him tun. Haldeman says the Nixons 

quite frequently let him run on the south lawn 

and he is constantly reminding them of it.) 
"You ask what I do. It's a monumental prob-

lem to tell you because I don't exactly know. A 

little bit of everything, f suppose. My function 

is basically to be a sort of commander in thief 

of the White House, basically the administrative 
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manager of the offme of the President. 
-The President needs one person he can turn 

to quickly to cover anything he wants to cover. I, 

of course. will turn to someone else down the 
staff, but it saves Mtn having to take the rime to 
determine who ro send things to and who to 
contact. He makes wads of little notes to himself 
about things and I am the beneficiary of chat. I 
send his requests and desires out though the staff 
and make sure that someone reports back to him 
as soon as possible with the answer or the result. 

"I keep myself free. I am always available to 
the President so that any time he wants co turn a 
problem over to me he can do so and I can 
arrange for somebody to work on it as quickly as 
possible. He is an amazing guy to work with—
has a great sensitivity not to interfere with other 
people's feelings. He is very considerate of the 
staff—very demanding of results and expects that 
things be done right, but he is very thoughtful 
about the people who work for him. Of course, 
he has so much stuff under way that he has to 
keep putting it our just ro stay abreast of it. He 
can't afford to slow down for a minute. 

"We starred our trying ro keep political 
coloration as much as possible our of policy and 
hiring matters. However, we realize that these 
things make for variety in decision-milting, and so 
within reasonable limits we have tried to keep a 
spread of opinion on the staff, no that no one is 
to the left of the President at his most liberal or 
to the right of the President at his most conserva-
tive In a staff such as the speech-writing staff, 
someone like Ray Price could be categorized as 
'liberal,' someone Like Bill Sabre could be care. 
gorized as being in the middle, and Pile Buchanan 
could be categorized as being on the right. 

"This type of spread is not accidentaL The 
President goes on the theory that a person's 
philosophy can be contributive to the ideas 
around here, that there has to be 1 counterbalanc-
ing, that you don't want people thought of as 
'house conservatives' or 'house Jews' or 'house.  
blacks'—but you do need that type of person in 
each of those areas in order to contribute ideas 
to the Administration. 

"Ehrlichman, Kissinger and I do our best to 
=ski:sure that all paints of view are placed before 
the President. We do act as a screen, becaUse there 
is a reel danger of some advocate of an idea rush-
ing in to the President or some other decision-
maker, if the person Is allowed to do so, and 
actually managing to convince them in a burst of 
emotion or argument. We ray to make sure that 
all arguments are presented calmly and fairly 
across the hoard. 

"I'm aware that there has been criticism in 
Congress Mac relations have been bad but I don"! 
think Congress is supposed to work with the 
White House—it in a different organization. sod 
uncle: the Constitution I don't chink we should 
expect agreement. I feel that we have developed * 
Sitiatiall in which the President is too much 
responsible for developing initiatives for Con-
gress. and Consequently it has become too much 
a measure of his Presidency whether his initiatives 
succeed in Congress or nor. 

"We find dust Nixon is measured by a totally 
different standard in the press, the academic corn- 

municy and elsewhere than either Johnson or 
Kennedy was measured. We are told that if he 
gets something through it doesn't mean anything. 
because it should have gone through anyway. But 
if he fails in getting something through, then 
this is a big mark against him. f don't think there 
is much we can do about this. I often find it 
fascinating to ponder by what standards Nixon is 
going to be judged by history when all the parti-
san battles we face now are over. 

"We are trying to get out case over to the 
country. Our getting it over has a direct relation 
to out ability to govern. We hope char things will 
be understood by some intelligent and effective 
segment of the population because this is neces-
sary to govern. ff this is not perceived by them. 
then it becomes very difficult. 

"However, we don't intend to lie down just 
because the general run of analysts don't like 
what we do. I think we have had a pretty damned 
good two years, in terms of where we were when 
we came in and where we are now. Nixon is now 
fighting, in the Family Assistance Plan, foe the 
most far-reaching piece of social Iegislanon per-
haps any President has ever proposed. He says 
we don't know how it will work, but we do know 

that if we don't try it, we may never know if it will 
work or nor. We are almost at the point in welfare 
where some change is better than no change and 
where a change has to be made.... 

"Has the President changed in office? He 
may be more no-nonsense than before, but the 
thing that has impressed me is apparendy a great 
inner feeling of self-confidence in the job. He 
likes being President. He moved right in and he 
obviously enjoys it now. There are times, of 
course, when he gets fed up with petty annoy-
ances, and he works and worries hard over the 
big decisions, But he likes stepping up to deci-
sions, particularly hard ones_ Occasionally, being 
human, he will ger annoyed with the way things 
are going. But usually he manages to conceal 
this and to keep going himself in a calm and 
effective manner." 

prate (columnist, mak, veteran, long- 
time friend of the President): -.1 am cry 
puzzled by Nixon. Hr dors things that 
an experienced politician wouldn't do. 
It teems to me that there's alma a fret. 

ing that he pat isn't interested somehow, almott at 
though he doesn't want to ran again, I can't bedew 
this, ha look at some of the things her done. The Crr.r• 
well nomination—Corswelf .1 a nice little guy, but ha 
bar ao more hutiMats on the Snpmner Gabel than I do. 
Firing 97selly Hirkr: from the Interier Deparmont-
ths only Mail in the Calmat who bar any kind of mpg-
martin for hung a sonstrummerat—and then appiming 
Rogers Marion, ;rho hat no interest in it, when the 
Dellirrati are making hay near she consensmonn 
amt. Some of the thing; hr has done in foreign policy 
alto seem arty pri=fing en me. 

"I'm daapporetard braise I lid. NiXair. I want 
dim to Pureed, and I think it it rital to the ainntry 
that ha de In. And yet I fed in a seem that he in letting 
down hit mientr7 and bit party demure therm put 
thin melon, Arch of political :mamma alma doing 
things it Hem odrioraly coronary to do—things that a 
!man politician would ad overlook if be were really  

on top of the job. . I find many things the President 
due very puzzling thaw day. It pal doesn't seem to 
bang together, somehow.-  

He was running very laze: our interview had 
originally been see for 4 p.m., then been delayed 
until 4:15. I was accompanied horn the EOB to 
the West Wing by Herb Klein and Jeb Magruder, 
Herb's top assistant. The President was closeted 
with Dr. Arthur Bums, chairman of the Federal 
Reserve Board. Time passed. His receptionist, 
Steve Bull, became more and more apologetic, 
knowing that the President had a reception for 
members of Congress over at the Mansion at 5 
p.m. At approximately 4-45, the buzzer sounded 
and I. was taken into the Oval Office. The huge 
roam is now almost devoid of furniture except 
for the President's massive desk and a few chairs 
and sofas along the walls. "The fuss thing TM 
going to do," he told me soon after his election 
in 1968, "is take those damned television sets 
out of the Oval Office." He has done so. 

The windows were opened to the cool 
winter evening and the curium billowed Out 
from rime to time with the wind. Photographs 
were taken. for the first couple of minutes while 
we charted about innocuous things. Then the 
photographer and the °dims left. He leaned 
his head in his hands, robbed his eyes, stayed 
that way for a moment_ But when he looked up 
he did not look tired, and that was the only 
time during our talk that he gave any sign of 
being tired. Mostly he looked, and talked, and 
appeared to be, entirely relaxed. comfortable and 
as though he did not have a care in the world. It 
was perhaps the single most impressive thing 
about him at that moment. Tiredness and strain 
are easy to spot: they were not present here this 
particular lace afternoon. 

We began with his suggestion that I submit 
questions in writing and that he take occasion 
when at Camp David or San Clemente or Key 
Biscayne to dictate mended answers into his 
tape recorder. After that, he suggested, I might 
want to come back and question further on cer-
tain points. He said that if he could go tel the 
cape recorder first he would be able to be more 
relaxed, frame his answers more intelligently and 
contribute more substantially to what he hoped 
would be -a thoughtful and worthwhile book.-  

I cold him this would be line with me, and 
then expected him ro boor me our, since con-
gressmen and their ladies were gathering at the 
Mansion and the clock was moving on. Instead 
be sat back and charred for half an hour, ranging 
from the press, on which he has some definite 
and occasionally woad ideas, to the nature of the 
questions I wanted to ask. 

I said that some of them might be critical 
in nature, but that I didn't intend to offer hook-
ers; I would simply be seeking answers to some 
of the opinions I was running into around town. 

"Don't worry about that for a minute," he 
said. "Give me any hookers you want. Be the 
devil's advocate, make them just OS tough as 
you like. After all, its my job to answer these 
tritiCisnls, and if you simply ask me bland ques-
tions without any bite to them—'Mr. President, 
what did you do MI save the world today?'—the 

continued 
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are coming home the Vienamization program is 

moving forward. If we go on as we arc now doing 

co wind it down, the public is going to realize that 

the President did have a plan to end the war, and 

that he has succeeded. 
"The economy, of course, also is a big issue, 

but as present signs magnify themselves and prove 

our, the interest rate is going to go down, ind.a. 

riot' is going to drop and the stock market is going 

to go up. Housing starts are increasing, the auto 

industry is gearing up for a better year. The un-

employed are going to go back to work and there 

will be a noticeable upswing. By '72 we should 

either have good rimes in which people can see 

that he is cleaning up the mess that he inherited, 

or really bad times, in which case there wouldn't 

be any hope foe him. But I am sure that we will be 

having good times. 
-He also has cooled off the temper of the 

campuses and the streets and I really don't see 

how you're going to beer him. What are they 

going to run on if they don't have an issue? If you 

don't have one, you're dead. If there is nothing 

to complain about, they're going to have nothing 

to go on. About all they can do is say that they 

can do what we're doing, only better than Nixon. 

But that is hardly a real issue or a real campaign. 

"The Democrats have a real disadvantage be-
fall:4e there is nothing they can really advocate. 

They had the Government since 1960 and all the 

crises and errors that we have had occurred in 

their administrations. So it is very hard for them 

to complain about what has heels going on. Also, 

they don't have any outstanding personality. 

There is no one to get a glint in the eye of the 

public_ They lust can't get a glint in the public's 

eye. Teddy Kennedy gets a rather bloodshot look 

—because everybody knows about him. Muskie is 

not exciting. The same thing applies to Birch 

Bayh. McGovern doesn't cum anyone on ar 

Proxmire is a lot better but still riot very good. 

Jackson won't get moving, he's too opposed by 

some of his own people on ideological grounds. 

live get any kind of team It all on our side, we'll 

be all right. 
"I think Agnew should be on the ticket. 

The Republicans can lose an election if they sit 

on their hands. Agnew is one who will ger them 

off their hands and get them working. He repre. 

sents what a lot of people have been thinking and 

I don't chink the President is unfriendly to him at 

all. The President remembers that there was a 

movement in 1956 to remove hues from the ticket. 

He has a good memory and is a sensitive person 

and he sympathizes with the Vice President now 

in thme publicized efforts to get rid of him. I 

don't think that these people who are writing that 

the President wants to get rid of Agnew have 

checked with the White House, because I don't 

think that is true. There are a great many P,cpubli. 

cans who might even vote against Nixon if Agnew 

were dumped from the ticket. 
"I think the President is aiming in his self-

control. I have seen him over the years when he 

has been uptight about things, but somehow he 

has learned over the years to control and subdue 

his emotions. After losing the Presidency in '60 

and the govemorship of California in '62, he seems 

to have become completely relaxed. That seemed  

to settle something inside him. 
"It's amazing to me how amen likePresident 

Nixon, with all the problems he has and with his 

past history of political defeats. can sir back with 

his feet on the desk, so to speak, and be as relaxed 

as he is. But now he doesn't have to shoot from 

the hip—he doesn't have to make snap decisions. 

"The White House staff operates efficiently. 

I chink sometimes they are a Lytle overprotective, 

but as far as his being isolated. that's malarkey 

and a lot of baloney. I don't see any isolation. I 

think people who want to get answers can ger 

them either from him or from Bob Haldeman. 

And when he wants to see any of us he can. So I 

don't think there is any real isolation.-  

T
he President's press secretary, Ron-

ald Ziegler, is 52, efficient, etTec-

Live—and nice when it suits him, 

which it often does nor. It did not 

suit bin) to be pleasant to photog-

rapher Fred Maroon, and after treating him to a 

series of broken appointments, false starts and 

occasionally downright, blatant obstruction of 
what he referred to sarcastically as "this commer-

cial project," he decided nor to be pleasant to 

rne. I had an appointment with him one dark 

winter afternoon and waited for 55 minutes with-

out even the courtesy of a secretary's hello, after 

which I picked up my marbles and went home 

and did not try ro see him Again. Next morning, 

after I had mentioned to others on the premises 

that I now thought I had found out all I needed 

to know about the character of Ron Ziegler, he 

called with loud apologies and a long tale begin-

ning, "Jesus, I just didn't know you were out 

there, Al." I told him not to worry, these things 

will happen. I was told by his colleagues later 

that indeed they do, and often to people who 

come to him in good faith for the help he is the• 

orerically supposed to provide on projects basi-

cally friendly to the President. 
But—those magic words in this or any other 

White House—"the President likes him." So he 

stays. And, of course, he does have his troubles. 

And on the whole he handles them well, under 

often erceme and deliberate provocation. A sam-

pling of excerpts from the press briefings be holds 

morning and afternoon on almost every working 

day gives some of the flavor of the White House 

press corps and his own flavor, 

Tuerday, January 5, 1971, teeming— 

QUESTION: "Can you give us a rundown on 

what happened ar the Cabinet meeting?" 
ZIEGLLR: "The Cabinet meeting lasted for an 

hour and a half. When the President walked into 

the Cabinet meeting he received a standing ova-

tion, I think marking the Cabinet's approval of 

how well the President did last night in the con-

versation [with four television commentators]. 

Then before the President could get into any topic 

of discussion, they generally went around the 

room to express their views as to how the Presi• 

dent coveted the many area he covered last 

night ..." 
QUESTION: "Did anyone as the Cabinet table 

say that the President's answer to any questions 

were lousy?" 
ZIEGLER: "No. They didn't." 

outionota: "Is that the first time the 'Iasi-

dent has received a standing ovation in a Cabinet 

meeting, Ron?" 
zrEGLER: "No, He has after other—[Laugb-

red —are you going to ask me about what went 

on in the Cabinet meeting and then chuckle 

among yourselves, or do you want to know? The 

President has received standing ovations in Cab-

inet meetings following addresses that he has 

given on television. I have recalled the Cambo-

dian speech and also others that he has given on 

family assistance, when he introduced the Family 

Assistance Plan and other speeches that he has 

given on nationwide television explaining United 

SLIMS policy in South Vietnam... ." 

Tuesday, Febrrntry 2, 1971, morning— 

QUESTION: "Can you say whether the President 

had any contact with Souvanna Phournt [Prince 

SOuvanna Phouma, Prime Minister of Laos] in the 

past several days?" 
ZIEGLER: "No, I wouldn't take that ques- 

QVLSTION: "Why won't you take Helen's 

question, Ron?" 
zmotut "I just am not prepared to do that.'• 

QUESTION; "Whets do you expect the news 

blackout in Southeast Asia to be lifted, Mr. 

Ziegler?" 
ziEGLER: "I have no comment on chat" 

ouesocoo "Ron, when the American and 

South Vietnamese troops entered Cambodia last 

April. the Administration said this was not an in-

vasion because it was done with the assent of the 

government of Cambodia. Would that definition 

apply also CO LIDS. since the head of the govern-
ment says they have not approved any entry of 

foreign troops?" 
ZIEGLER: "I am not prepared to take hypo-

thetical questions such as you put forts and will 

have no comment on it...." 

W"ointislay, February 3, r971, escrynag- 

QuarrioN: "Ron, there is an AFP [the French 

news agency] report which is datelined Quang Tri 

which says, 'Thousands of military trucks moved 

bumper to bumper along two highways. Along 

the sides of the roads, coops with full field packs 

and arms were also moving in 'mime:mired col-

umns. Hundreds of helicopters passed overhead, 

airpors throughout the northern provinces were 

buzzing with activity.' 
"Is that story true?" 
ZIEGLER: "As you know, Dan, we don't ad-

dress [char subject] from the White House and it 

would be inappropriate for as to talk about details 

of 
question." 

of forces. So, I can't answer Your 

QUESTION: "Could you explain to us why we 

have to learn from the French and the Japanese 

whar—this question was asked in good spirit—what 

American soldiers are doing?" 
ZIEGLER: "You have read a portion of a re-

port to me, Dan. It related to movement of forces. 

I assume you were referring to whiz forces? You 

didn't say, the portion that you read." 
otarrioho "I don't know whose forces. If 

they aren't ours, I would be interested in that as 

ZIEGLER: "That goes to the thrust of my 

point. Anything regarding movement of forces 

continued 
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interview won't add up (0 very much. I'd prefer 
to have you make them tough whenever you 
feel it is justified." 

I asked him if he wished to impose any re-
striction that his answers be paraphrased rather-
than quoted directly and he said no, he would 
be perfectly willing to turn them over to one and 
ler me use chew in direct quotes as I pleased—
with the exception chat on some extra-sensitive 
subjects it might perhaps be wise to paraphrase. 
In that case he would do it himself, dictating, 
"It is known that the President believes—" or, 
"The President is understood to feel.—" or same 
such protective, if easily detected, formula. 

He was very curious as to whether I was 
getting sufficient cooperation from the staff and 
suggested that I be SUM and calk to such people 
as the cher and others on the domestic stall as 
well Is die professional and political staffs. He 
said both Julie and Tricia would be good sources 
about White House operations, as both were very 
sloughed! and ?exceptive young ladies. 

"You should cry to talk to a lot of people 
and nor just these gray men around bete—arid 
from his tone it was impossible to determine 
whether he meant the description as it stood or 
was dryly mimicking the press attacks upon them. 

said I would, 
Aside from a couple of minor items, I did 

not ask him anything particularly vital, since he 
had suggested wrircen questions and I intended 
to ask them in that form; but 1 was impressed 
with haw fluently and easily he did calk about 
things. Earlier M the day I had received intima-
tions that various people on the staff were very 
concerned that 1 might be going to ask his 
opinion of other political leaders and they did 
nor wane roe ro do so. 

"You won't ask him about Muskie and Ken. 
tidy, will you?" asked one earnest trailer with a 
real anxiety, at though this were an unsuspecting 
innocent who could be trapped instead of a 58- 
year-old 	veteran perfectly capable of Tak- 
ing are of himself. Even if I had, I am sure he 
would have responded directly or sidestepped 
gracefully. Tap men are almost always more re-
laxed about themselves than their staffs are, wad 
thin seems particularly sue of the President of the 
United States. 

Met a pleasant and comfortable half hour. 
already 15 minutes lace for the coagressional 
reception, but not really seeming to mind no 
very much, he [Oft and started toward the door: 
"Now I have to go and shake hands with four 
hundred congressmen.-  

Confused a little by the Oval OtEce's several 
hidden doors and thinking he was showing are 
out, I followed him, for he gave no formal fare-
well bur simply moved along still talking. In a 
moment, we found ourselves outside in the ar-
cade along the Rase Garden and 1 realized he 
was on his way to the Mansion. I asked direc-
tions to Steve Bull's office. he cold me, I said, 
"Good agile, Mr. President," and turned back 
into the empty office He waved and stalked away, 
all by himself in the chill winter night: a sad. 
dearly lonely and couching moment. 

Back in the hallway outside Steve Bull's 
office. I found some consternation on the part  

of Steve and the Seam Service. "Where in he? 
Is he gone? Has he left for the Mansion? Is he 
by himself?" 

This was apparently against all the piles. 1r 
was hard to escape the feeling Than he had =km 
one of those small, secret delights known only 
to Presidents, in going off, thus unescorted and 
unannounced, to where he wanted to go. 

Iscnisarr carominew foam rime m aposition to kraus 
The President it "anausaly iaisibiursl by 

strangers," but ante he gro and m onions. on 
the oaf, "is is tri7 comfortable, and he badly 
pays airy attention to the marine work we do A, 

him award here... . 
"I fired this fob a eery grange one and ibis 

kola a very strange pear ic work. I expert a gold 
many of au do too, basalt actually, hare we are and 
many of ea ham a los of ralent, many math mare 
than I do, and _yet we are all geared to simply helping 
one mar gel through his day. Many of AU May sir 
amend doing Gale chicken risings south at I do most 
of ebe come, and pot yea base on figure char you're 
helping she President and that is what maker it 
wombwhile. I gags; There are JO mosey 114011 duals 
that ham to be handled and they get spits ap in se 
many diLicterts bawds that a lit of as find awrielies 
sore of spinning oar wheels and ma arrampirthing a 
grew deal in airy sour if personal satisfactioa or 
achievement I gams in the long run it will all add 
up, bar sometime you wonder what the "set/we is, 
sad what yam' re doing here, . : 

"Sometime be is ander omit, and when he it, 
he shows it in ways that those of as caromed bim can 
tell. On the whole, inaorier, be remains wry rain. 
One thin that rowoli me aka, bin: when I first came 
bee is that br u rase profane. Thu married me when 
I first beard him speaking but 	mien acrd to is 
ROW. 

"Mart of the gond ideas that originate hem met 
from him. He does take much staff adrias, Ina arnaiiy 
the ideal are bit own. When he does something, it will 
he on the bath of bit Poost thoughts and those of ataxy 
others on the ma( The opentam really flows is from 
the staff He maths the oafs mina on may point 
Sometimes be is overruled by the staf—whith maw 
chat when the weight of evidence or the weight of 
argament is againa him, be will annairan yield la 
the advice. Then if the staff is wrong, be will rat say 
anything in panic:der, bra be will let as know by his 
manor?.  or his way of saying things Is at what be 
thinks of as for haneng given wrong advim. 

"He doer not 	to haul ?vale oat and be gent 
spat when be has done masking or said longish:as 
band to Ia. I remember that on a ample of occasions 
when he bar chewed me ear, which I deserved, be has 
never apologised fir tamper that next day but hr has 
dome some liar extra, theerghtfid thing, which it his 
way of saying that be is sorry for the argument and 
hopes ?bar it will no happen again. 

"1 ham been struck here al bow easygoing some 
people are in replying is Kr requests. Of aura, many 
of them base Peen with him for many part and maybe 
lbw's why: they knew he's rut ping to fire them, 
and he &news than and knows he will keep on de. 
pending on them as be has in the past However, 
have heard hint say many anus,' I wan: this or that on 
say desk by right o'clock tomorrow marring.' WW1, 
it isn't on the desk by  eight o'clock she mars morning  

and frequently it isn't them fie stoma days. Except 
fir a atoll of very conrcientiora people amend here, 
then is a rasher slow method of replying to the 
Pradesh's repent However, as I say, they know be 

not going oo firr sbrw, so he jar; grin his teeth and 
goes along with it" 

The press (malt, veteran, many year, experience aw-
ing Presideno, longtime friend of Nixon): "Nivea 
it like all Presidents—he ran be brutal Alva pmpi, 
sometimes. Maybe it's the 	complex or some- 
thing, bat he thinks he can use yam for something 
and then go away for three years and what he tomes 
back you're ruppued to he standing then ovaries and 
mill he jam as math of a friend as you were before. 
Hs 141111 you to maintain your kyalty PI him re• 
pedlar of whither his shown any loyalry or interest 
is you in the meartrune. They all do is, its a fanny 
thing.... re talked so hint several Jima and I've 
generally fiesta him so senate and antroallal that 
sometimes wonder a link whether be really knows 
what's going en, or what could bit him if things go 
wrong. 1 thick be don. but I really wonder sometimes. 
. . . They give yaw this picture of everybody luring 
everybody else on the White Hotta seal, and its 
probably ;raw in this Administration than in any 
other Toe known in four decades. Bat when yea get 
up mar the top, saris a lot of jockeying for position 
behind the scenes. I don't think it's fralad loin any 
real feat  like stew had in some Adnaniaratiorw-
yet—bas shire are frictions them, though they try To 
bide them. Vote ewer avoid is when people are human 
beings—send these, althoiegh they seem a little Aiwa 
and faceless somaimu, are karma beings. Three's 
this great daire to get near the President, in be the 
are who's always seeing the great man—they can't 
help it. Ifthey can't do it, they pretend it. I rerserrk.tr 
the other day. X started so say to oat, 'nee i raw 
the President the usher day—' I imerrapred, 'Now, X, 
don's give me that crap. When did yua atesally see 
the Presamt last% He grinned a bit sheepishly and 
said, 	Jovially, it was about six mask orgo: 
Bar re hear him toll it, and to mad haw she pros tells 

yasid think he was be there curry other day. Among 
sham who really are, there's a la of competition for 
she raw mates smile. 1 think it amuse: him. His 
an imelligeat man. I think be rather enjoy it, like 
all Presidents. They're really all was of bathes, in 
some ways. They enjoy being President and they se. 
oral, enjoy what the Presidency does to other people." 

He is back ha private law practice now, but Murray 
Clotiner is never far from theN iston White House_ 
A political associate since the President's early 
days in public life, he looks exactly whac he is—
a political associate. There is about Joists the aspect 
and the air of one who has handled many cam-
paigns. made many deals, attacked and been at-
tacked by many enemies, entered and survived 
many battles. Against the youthful earnestness. 
brisk efficiency and glittering good looks of many 
of the Nixon crew, he stands out like some bar-
tered, experienced old badger, claws extended and 
always in the ready. He is giving beisind.the-
scenes advice on bow ro run the reelection cam-
paign in '72, and if he has his way, it will obviously 
be a rough one. 

"You ask me what the issues will be in '72. 
The war should be its excellent shape. The boys 

continued on page 47 
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Of Press Secretary Ron 
Ziegler, above 

with presidential 
assistant Robert Finch, 
Drury says: "Ziegler is 

efficient, effective— 
and nice when it suits 

him, which it often 
does not." 

within South Vietnam, United Scares forces, would, 
of course, come from MACV (Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam' or come from Saigon. . 

QUESTION: "Ron, do you mean to say that if 
there is an entry into LAOS, that this would be 
merely details of movements of forces that the 
White House would not address?" 

=CUB: "I don't chink he raised that point 
in his question. You raised Laos and I assume—" 

QUESTION: "Thar is right, but you were asked 
several times in the last couple of days for in-
formation about possible entry into Laos and you 
have referred us E0 the Defense Department in 
essentially the same way." 

ZIEGLER: -I have no information to give you 
from here this morning. I think all of you are 
aware of the fact that correspondents on the scene 
and in South Vietnam are being regularly briefed 
under the basis which you are familiar with. I have 
no information to give you." 

QuESTION: "Have you had the opportunity 
to discuss your views on the value of an [informs-
don] embargo that applies only to one kind of 
correspondent in situations like this?" 

ZIEGLER: -No, I haven't.-  
QuEsTioN: "Do you have any views on that?" 
ZIEGLER: "Norse to express here at this time.-  
Quart-cot:: "Do you think that is a fait 

situation?" 
ainotsa: "1 have no comment on that- 
QuasTroN: "Ron. this is a question chat you 

were asked yesterday. I would like to ask it again. 
Has President Nixon beer. in touch with Prince 
Souvanna Phoura?" 

ZIEGLER: -Gentlemen, I am just not prepared 
to get into any discussion regarding Indochina 
with you at this time.-  

QUESTION: "Do you plan co coordinate any 
Announcement on a stepped•up military activity 
in Laos with a successful landing [by Apollo 14) 
on the moon? .. 

ziEGLea: "Let me just go on Deep Back-
ground with you for a moment. In the questions 
that have come, both from several of you this 
morning, you have drawn certain assumptions 
and so forth. I obviously cant address chase. But 
I would caution you as to some of those assump- 

QUESTION: "Deep Background means what, 
ROn?" 

ZIEGLER: "Administration officials indicated, 
without direct quotation.. . 

QUESTION: "Ron, going back on Deep Back-
ground, you said that you have drawn certain as-
sumptions and cautioned us against those as-
sumptions. Are you referring to the assumptions 
based on foreign press reports thar there have been 
entries of South Vietnamese troops into Laos?" 

ZIEGLER: "You will have to determine, with-
out my assistance, what assumptions I was re-
ferring to." 

QUESTION: "Back on the Deep Background 
remark. it seems a hole silly to me that you won't 
define the assumptions we are supposed to have 
made. Why won't you do that? It seems non- 

ZIEGLER: "I didn't mean it to be, as you say, 
nonsensical. I was referring to the premises put 
forth 1TISCIIMe of the questions which were remem- 

bered from previous stories, Pete. I wasn't relating 
it to a question that some here asked on their 
own." 

QUESTION: "Would you consider this ques-
tion, Ron: Because of rise confusion and the em-
bargo and silence and everything, which is a very 
distorted ball of wax, is there anything on a posi-
tive note that you can cell us with that in mind?" 

ZIEGLER: "I could probably give you some 
positive answers to some questions, but I can't 
bring one to mind yet." 

QUESTION: "I am asking you whether you 
can tell us. It is a constructive question." 

ZIEGLER: "I really have no information to 
provide you." 
rednaday, February 3, 1971, afternoon—

QUESTION!: "Does the President feel this op-
eration is going well?" [Laughter] 

ZIEGLER: "I would not comment on that ..." 
And so on—and on—every morning and 

every afternoon of almost every working day—is-
sue after issue—crisis after crisis—for as long as 
the Administration stays in power and the press 
continue to pry and the press secretary to defend, 

Earnmt young staffer, Arrhead crewed with T-017.1".. 
"lire literally have to fight fir everything we get from 
the media. The day sry imp fighting, tin wrre't get 
dewy/. lira sad fart, bar it': a hard, Intel world. fir 
rery hand to get prey and TV to treat m oblerrierly, let 
alone give as a plug." 

H
e is young, shrewd, sharp: more 
knowledgeable and more philo-
sophical than most who fit that 
description—and they are many—
around the Whire House; AMe to 

Sit back and appraise the operation with the can-
dor and objectivity that the operation needs. 

"Probably 1970 is the best thing that could 
have happened to us, because if we had won that 
election we would have sailed into '72 thinking 
that everything we were doing was right, while 
ignoring various problems in the country and 
various weaknesses in our own approach. 

"The fiasco of the President's God-awful 
final speech on election eve came down basically 
to the fact that when it was originally taped in 
Phoenix there was no thought of its being re-
played, so it wasn't lighted or recorded or photo-
graphed very well. The staff was warned of the 
poor nature of the rape, but it was finally decided 
to go ahead and use it anyway. because there was 
a great time pressure involved—or so it was 
thought. NBC had agreed to set aside 15 minutes 
in theft L.A. studios that night if the President 
wanted it, but the President had an engagement in 

 
"So after lots of conferring it was decided by 

one or two top members of the staff that the 
Riverside engagement had E0 take precedence. So 
the lousy Phoenix tape was used, and you know 
the effect it made alongside Muskies calm and 
statesmanlike address for the Democrats. 

"I doubt if the matter was ever brought up 
to the President when the decision was made, so 
I don't think he can be blamed for it. And while 
disappointed in the result, I don't believe he has 
punished anyone who was concerned, and has not 
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Even reprimanded them very strongly. 
"This indicated. 1 think, a real weakness of 

ours, which is that we are so dedicated to getting 

him where he is supposed to be on rime that we 

are not flexible enough to rake advantage of the 

opportunities that arise, or to do the things we 

should do to put him and the Administration in 

the best possible light. This really is one of our 

problems, but I think we are getting better and 

think you are going to see some major changes in 

that area before too long." 

The "Plans Committee" meets every Saturday 

morning and it is, as Dwight Chapin had told me, 

the public relations council of the White House 

—the image factory. It is held in Herb Klein's 

office, and he asked that the specifics of its dis-

cussions be off the record except in limited para-
phrase. The committee works from a formal 

agenda which it sometimes adheres to and some-

times does nor. Ira debates range from solemn to 

profane as it struggles with the problem of how 

best to present mom favorably an Administration 

that nine-tenths of the White House press corps 

is absolutely and adamantly determined to present 

in a harsh, suspicious and hostile light. 

On this day the first stern on the agenda was 

a memo from Bob Haldeman—signed with a large 

and imperial "H"—requesting the consensus on 

possible presidential participation in a satellite 

conversation with Prime Minister Heath. The 

consensus was char this would be great ilk could 

be tied to a major event, otherwise it would look 

contrived and phony. 
Second item was a request by the Canadian 

photographer Kirsh to rake pictures of the Presi-
dent. Decision was deferred. 

Third item was requests from various mace-

zines for information on the President's reading 

habits. It was agreed that this must be handled 

wirh great cue, because if the President were dis-

closed ro read anything even remotely frivolous, 
somebody would be sure to pick it up and make it 

the basis for snide criticism that would be used 
against him forever after. 

Fourth item was the possibility of the Presi-

dent appearing on various types of informal tele-

vision shows other than straight press conferences 
or talks. This too was considered a matter for 

further study 
Next came a discussion of the proper time 

for airing the President's State of the Union 

Message to Congress in January. Should it be at 

noon, Washington rime, the traditional hour? Or 

should it be in the evening, when it would reach 

she widest possible television audience, a practice 

increasingly followed by occupants of the White 

House? The discussion grew betted an the tradi-

tionalists beetled the let'smake-the-most-of.it 

group. Finally someone remarked with some dis-

gust that he thought the idea was to strengthen 

the Presidents image and help him get reelected, 
and he didn't see why in hell it was so imporranc 

what Congress said about his timing. It was the 

President's right to go up there when he pleased 

and talk when he wanted to. It was finally decided 

to place all the options before the President. 
(In the event, he talked in the evening in 

prime rime, which is exactly what all astute Presi- 

dents since the advent of television have done and 

will continue to do.) 
Sixth item on the agenda was -how to counter 

the theme that the President is heartless and cold," 

and the discussion very quickly got down to a 

specific the recent episode in which a little black 

poster girl had been turned away without having 

her picture taken with the President, an incident 

that had brought in its wake great and probably 

abiding rancor in the Negro community. Those 

who deplored the incident's effect on the Presi-

dent's image were explosive and blasphemous in 

their criticism of the way it had been handled. 

Those who were responsible said crisply that the 

President was working on a speech and is was de-

cided it was best nor to bother him: "k was a 

judgment." (It was admitted, however, that it was 

a judgment the President had known nothing at 

all about until the media went into full. cry that 

night. It had not even been brought to his erten-

cion at the time.) Those who were responsible said 

defensively that the President can't see everybody 

who comes in. Those who objected said he had 

damned well better take half an hour, if necessary, 

to be photographed with a little black poster girl 

—especially since just a few days later he had been 

photographed with • little white poster boy. 

Those who were responsible said well, anyway, 

the little girl and her parents were going to be in-

vited to a Sunday worship service in a couple of 

weeks, and maybe he could be photographed 

with her then. Those who criticized said that of 

course an apology could be made after an incident 

like char, but if is were made weeks after the 
event, "Nobody will hear, nobody will know and 
nobody will give a damn." Those who were re-

sponsible reiterated in a tone that showed they 

were not to he budged: "It was a judgment." And 

that ended that. 
The discussion began at nine-thirty and ran 

to twelve-rwenty. It was laced throughout, on 

every topic, with the Administration's obsession 

with the media—understandable, but in its way as 

crippling as the media's obsession with the Ad-
ministration. 

There were several in the meeting who re-

marked with considerable asperity that criticisms 
could not be evaded or avoided, that they would 

come even without fair grounds for them, that 

they were part of the burden this Administration 

carried and so to hell with it—let the President do 

what he thought best and stop worrying. But the 

dominant mood was a fretful obsession which, 

translated into action down the staff, successfully 

seems CO thwart any presidential action or reaction 
chat might be based on the simple justice of a 

situation, or the simple response to it that be 

might.  make if he were given the option that really 
Counts moat in the image of a President—the 

option to be human. 

"I haw known Richard Nixon fir 20 years," be says 
Thoughtfully, freer his vantage point as oar of ;henna 
W01%11'011, and matt likable, men on the Hill, "and 
I like him rimy Milk I think he has done a pod ph no 
foreign affairt. 

"In demur, t polity I am damned if i Arrow when 
he it driving. 

"A year ago he said the Federal Government had  

to balance the badger. Now be submiu a badges which 
will be very badly out of balance. LBrr unbalanced 
budgeu became a mayor carat of the inflation we Lave 
now. I 019,0 see how Nixon thinks he ran Imbalance 
the budget and control the ;reflation. 

"It appears the Prerident has changed direcrion 

radically. 
"I still think the moss important thing is SO pa 

the Government's financial home in order. I don't 

think the Government in the long run tan continue to 
operate at a Afire:. Scene, or laser Jot/moody has got 
to pay. I ant afraid this new budget it grimly 'them:. 

It it such a sadden change from fiat ...year ago. kind 
doesn't make sow to me, what he it anenepting to do 
now. I think be has reversed his field completely. and I 
am afraid it it fsr 	reasons. 

"I don't think the PrVidlIfl is going to have much 
Jig= with IdVflUM sharing, and there are grew: prob-
lem emoolved in the reorganization of the Cabinet. 
There again, be has offered sea only a bread outline 

with no derails, and it it difficult to andergand what 

he it driving at, 
"I ham to confess this whole change baffle, me." 

Dick Kleindienst, deputy attorney general, is in 

his mid-forties; large, round face, large blue eyes 

thar can stare at one blankly but are usually full of 

considerable humor and life; very strong, very 

determined, a tough man. If he could ger past 

the Senate, he might conceivably be head of 

the FBI someday. 
In a sense, I am executive officer for the de-

parrment under the Attorney General. I see that 

the policies of the President and the Attorney 
General are effectuated by the t7 divisions of rite 
department. 

-Ls the area of civil disturbances, the Presi-

dent traditionally delegates to the Attorney Gen-

eral rather than the Secretary of Defense the 

responsibility of recommending when Federal 

troops should be used and how they should be 

used to quell civil disturbances, both in the 

District of Columbia and in the states. We have 

a pretty complete operation now, and I am, you 

might say, in a sense chief of staff of that opera-

tion. 
"We haven't had the problems in that area 

that the Democrats had. such things as Watts. 
Detroit, Washington, Newark. Logically they 

would occur in a Democratic Administration and 

logically they should not occur under our Ad-

ministration, because the Democrats are obligated 

for a lot of their political support to the black 

groups, which vote overwhelmingly for them, and 

therefore they hesitate about putting things in 

order when these groups create disturbances. We 

don't have that kind of relation and therefore we 

are able EC respond more promptly and more effi-

ciently without hanging back because of political 

considerations. 
"When one of these situations has arisen, it 

has caused a great outcry from the black leader-
ship because of the pressure on the Democratic 

President DOE to do much about it at the SCUT for 

fear he will be charged with 'repression' and 

'attack on black rights.' This has usually been 

accompanied by the threat that, 'If you do Lake 

strong measures, we'll go back to our people end 

suggest that the Democrats are as bad as the Re- 

continued 
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publicans and they might as well vote Republi. 

can: Ramsey Clark, the lur Democratic Attorney 

General under Johnson, was particularly suscepti• 

ble to this kind of pressure—as susceptible to 

pressure as anyone his ever been in the United 

Stares Government. 

"Our approach is based an plans, intd.li-

gence, quick response. We have people in place, 

we serve notice that disturbances are not going to 

be permitted to get out of hand and if they do get 

our of hand they're going to be stopped right 

now. The whole atmosphere on that changed at 

once on Inauguration Day, 1969. I was down here 

within a couple of minutes after the swearing in 

of President Nixon and I immediately put plans 

into operation to control any possible distur. 

banter at Inauguration or after. There could have 
been disturbances on the first anniversary of the 

death of Martin Luther King and they did not 

occur. There could have been violent disturbances 

at the rime of Cambodia and they did not occur. 

This is because we advised people in advance that 

preparation of Federal troops was being under-

taken, and we said CO them in effect, 'You can 

speak, bur beyond char, when you get into vio-

lence, we are going ro stop it right now: 

"They wit threaten us because they Yoe* 

against US anyway. 

"At the same time, we have cooperated in 

every possible way with all these dissenting 

groups, working with them to determine how 

they can march, what units will be on hand to 

control violence and what elements in their own 

ranks can be depended upon to help us control 

violence. Our purpose is 	make it easier for 

sheen, not mote difficult, and the fact that we 

have mule it easier is proved by the record and 

it is one reason why riots and disturbances have 

nor come back. [This was pre-Mayday '71.1 

We've used a reasonable, evenhanded approach. 

"On the race issue LS it involves these dis-

turbances and law and order in the country, 

whether we get credit or nor I firmly believe that 

we turned the corner to end the demonstrations. 

I think we have gained credibility in winding 

down the war, revising the draft and providing 

opportunity for young blacks to make their way 

economically. 

"In the area of street crime and general city 

crime, 23 cities of a hundred thousand or more 

have been having a steady decrease in crime in the 

last two years. Sratistics generally over the calla• 

try have seemed CD be going up a bit, but our 

steristics here in D.C, which is kind of a pilot 

project on what can occur, show that crime can 

be controlled and is being controlled. 

"As for political crime such as assassination 

and kidnapping, in terms of numbers and impact, 

the effect on society is minuscule. It's only im-

portant as it is dramatic. 

"Organized crime is another area where in 

motive power, determination and organization, 

more is being done by this Administration than 

was ever done before. 

-As far as fighting crime, if you use tradi-

tional techniques, you're going to get no place. A 

gangster or criminal who is brought to the stand 

can always intimidate or buy other witnesses and 

just subvert the judicial process. 

"Congress provided that we could go to elec-

tronic surveillance, which Ramsey Clark again re-

fused to use before passage of the bill, and an-

nounced he would not use if the bill became law. 

This was an open invitation to them to know that 

the Government was not going to do anything. 

We have straightened out that situation too. The 

Attorney General has authorized 270 electronic 

surveillances. This has brought the indictment in 
18 months of between five hundred and six hun-

dred major criminals. 

"The court order which covers electronic 

usages requires that the Attorney General must 

state specifically what the need ia must specify 

what is going to be used. The court then grants 

authority for a given number of days. If you are 

not able CO get what- you want in that time, then 

you can go back and ger the rime extended. Upon 

• indictment, all the evidence secured by wire-

tapping and other electronic means is immedi-

ately made available to the defendant and his 

attorney so that they know what is going to be 

',used against them. 
"1 predict that in a reasonably short time, the 

narcotics problem will be stabilized and then re-

duced down to a normal irritant, rather than the 

major one that it Is nos, Congress has given 

every dollar we have asked for in this area. A great 

deal of this is due to the personal confidence that 

Congress has in John Mitchell and in this depart-

ment. Congress has given us all the money we 

asked, clean across the board. 

"Given a few years when the full impart of 

these revisions and these new programs and plan-

ning and all this money can be felt all across the 

land, there's going to be a strong resultant effete 

on the statistics of crime. 

"These civil libertarian basoirds complain 

about what we are doing. but the fact remains 

that we are clearing up many of these problems. 

"In all of these area you have to do it with 

vigor and determination and honest people who 

don't care for the political consequences but go 

ahead and fight crime. You can't do it with 

weak, opportunistic, chickenhearted bastards.' 

He is in bit mid-thirties, dark, stocky, round. faced, 
solsspokhr; a former White House staff number who 
left because of a gradual disillusionment with the way 
the political side of the operation war being rem, par. 
titularly in the area ohms and congressional relation:. 

"I am really disturbed by the general inflexibility 
of the staff and its uswillingnms to allow the President 
to deal with Corrgrew in a spontaneous fathion . al-
though, of COW/JO, if the impetus for this kind of ap-
proach doun't come from the top, then maybe one 
thoeddrit blame the people down the line too math. 

fed the President could do a great deal with a 
few corny gunner toward members of Congrat—that ii, 
what people 	don't underhand the human nature 
of politics might consider corny. Sometimes a quick 
handshake, or a fall about some personal matter, or a 
joke,  oboe(' some problem in a man's district or hat, can 
really reads a member feel goad toward the President. 
I think he thossid do more of chit, particularly with his 
own Republican,. After all, as ;amebae(' has said, 
'You want to deep your own troops turned on.' I don's 
think the President bat succeeded in doing shit. 

"In the same fashion, I find quite disturbing the  

attitude of the President and the hp staff toward the 
prom carps. Ewe if they are bahanir who are rue-
hardly looking for IXCAJTS to attach the Admire/oration, 
hill 1 think they could be mas'hfied a bit by personal 
contact. 1 feel that the President is &thrall, shy about 
this, haring bran burr JO often by the press, but men so, 
be should be able to oevecome chit to some extent and be 
a little more cordial mewed them. The artima'e hr rr-

ftwed all through the Ir.!, particularly in the praw 
office. Jr makes things more difficult than they need to 
be for the Adminittration, in my apirrion. 

"At the same rime, of course, 1 will concede that 
the prate m hostile that the Administration bor.:imply 
got to be right on everything. Is can't afford, fir in. 
thma, ro have a phony witness in the Berrigan rase. It 
can't afford any personal or economic scandal on the 
part of any member of the Atthrthihratton, for the 
simple reason that the pros tolerance which it 'wankel 
to Democrats simply bah not exist toward Nixon. Now, 
I know Ed Abukir, for instance: he's a man of some-
what liasisrd grasp and somewhat limited intelligence, 
who is frequently bona{ indecision. :hors-tampered and 
generally inconsiderate with the press. Bar somehow 
there is a built-in Id, rifffer toward Democratic candi-
data which prevents the prat from letting these things 
really get oar to the public with the sort of consistent 
hammering they devote to Nixen't shortcoming,. They 
are so anxbow to find an al:meatier to Nixon that they 
will build up almost anyone and give him all the bene-
fit of the brads en the proses. 

bout ten days before I was scheduled 

to leave town I began asking the 

staff to find out what had become of 

the President's answers to my ques- 

tions. Margin White reported that 

she was telephoning various people about it. 

Days passed without an answer. Two dips be-

fore my departure she said she thought she was 

making progress: Alex Butterfield was going to 

be seeing the President, and had agreed to ask. 

The next day she called back: the President said 

he was very sorry, he had been too busy to an-

swer as fully as he would like, he was working 

on it, he hoped I would understand, it would be 
along by mail in due course. I said fine, no hurry. 

Apparently the lengthy delay in finning this 

Out was caused by the fact that everybody assumed 

that he had already given the answers to someone. 

The universal question then became: Who's to 

blame' And if I ant, how can I find a suitable ex-

cuse? When someone finally got to a direct man 

with a direct question he got a direct answer and 

the mystery was solved in half a minute. 

In this, as in all administrations, a straight 

line, in the White House, is sometimes not the 

shortest distance between two points. Staffs 

become very timid about tracing a President as 

though he were a reasonable man. Which is not 

a good thing; for them, fot him, or for the 

country. 

The plan (ball maim with old friends): "He if the 
most complex man ribs has ever been in the Mite 
Howe. He doesn't hare any intimate friendr. Nobody 
is close to him. He should have at least somebody, but 
all be seems to bare it Bebe Reboxo. 

"He definitely trigs to ,ger shay from the pros. 
The anti-pros, feeling permeate; the whole Administra- 
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Reporters said to Drury 
during a bull session: 

"He is the first 
President to duck out of 

parties early to avoid 
the press....He is always 
escaping from us. Why 
is he always escaping?" 

tint. He it the fine Pr e:idiot to lath met of parties 
early to amid the prat He aibtratrO read; at, He 
lima& la Xi) sway rasa 	wison I Imbued ow 'lel 
the"; afar egg had been extremely harsh with hue 
over the yam, this war macedad. "Bea the majority 

piddisivn. are Refiabbeaa" 
""Arai the majority of reporter; are Democrat! sad 

'liberals.' " Rehumertly this win conceded zoo, "Bat—
Nixon has rto NMI of style. Na grace. He it always 
weeping from at. rrky u be always utopia?" 

I saw him for the second time in San Clemente. 
on March 30, 1971. The SST bad been defeated 
in the Senate; in Laos, the unhappy invasion bad 
surged in and limped beck. It was a typical over-
cast Southern California day. the sun trying vainly 
to break through the persistent light clouds. Oa 
in the distance the cold Pacific curled in upon the 
shore. In the corridors and offices there was are 

air of quiet, the pace obviously slower, more re-
laxed, more comfortable than iris in Washington. 

The President looked tanned and rested. He 
apologized for not having taped answers to my 
questions as he had promised, but explained that 
he had been rather busy: it was obvious from his 
comments throughout that be had studied them 
very closely before deciding on what the se:alike, 
to tall his "one.to•one" method. I showed him 
my newspaper horoscope for the day: -Cartratteg 

bigwigs opens she door to greater oppornartry now 
am don't ray an criticise them to any way." He 
laughed and said, ''Oh no? Oh not Don't worry 
about that!" He played with a single silver enff 
link the entire hour and a half that we talked, but 
otherwise seemed as calm as ever, and as con. 
'nted that the course he had chosen was right. 

We began, as my written questions had be-
gun, with the Presidency itself. It had held for 
him, he supposed, "fewer surprises than it does 
for most. I had been Vice President for eight. 
years, I knew what a President could do and 
couldn't do. The main thing I had learned was 
That Presidents come and go, but the bureaucracy 
goes on forever. I knew that no President who is 
not in taste with the mood and the ideological 
bent of the bureaucracy can bend it to his pro-
gram without a great deal of difEcialry and hard 
work. 1 also knew how difficult it is to deal with 
Congress, particularly with both houses In control 
of the other party. and no such bipartisanship as 
Eisenhower was fortunate enough to have when 
Lyndon Johnson was erutiotity leader of the 
Senate. That bipartisanship is so fragmented now 
that it practically no longer exists, Mike Mansfield 
is a very responsible majority leader now, very 
responsible in his disagreement about Southeast 
Asia—bur he does disagree, and in fact disagreed 
with Johnson and with Kennedy too on that 
subject. 

-So now it has crumbled away and now we 
have partisanship—or perhaps nor so much purl. 
sanship as what you might call a new isolation-
ism, in which the old internationalists and Inter. 
ventionists, who supported World War II, the 
Korean War, the Alliance for Progress and the rest 
of the war and postwar programs, are now turning 
away and trying ro turn America inward again. 

"They are concentrating now on America's 
internal ptohlems, the alienation of groups and 
generations, the economy and all those things 
which our so-called Intellectual elite—selfsp. 
painted and self-described—have made their top 
Fiothies. 

-We now have whet.  could be termed basi-
cally a new 'America First' doctrine, not in the 
sense of 'look to America's defenses and forget 
the rest of the world,' but in the sense of 'forget 
the rest of the world and content/ate on our own 
domestic problems and social commitments.' 

"But I don't feel frustrated or disillusioned-
] really don't. I went in with my eyes wide open. 
I knew Congress was against us, I knew we were 
in a period of great domestic torment, I knew we 
had Vietnam to face and many social problems. 
Essentially, of course, those problems would be 
here whatever happened internationally, and they 
will continue to be with us long after Vietnam 
ends. But I want to make sure Vietnam ends in  

such a way that it does not leave its with dim-
chantment, bitterness, even greater elicitation of 
one group from another. If it ends that way, it 
will not end, in a sense—it will go on to plague its 
for many, many years to come. 

"I think  we are at one of the great watersheds 
of American history—where America, having ac-
quired world leadership really without con-
sciously seeking it or wanting ir, having met that 
role as best the could since World War II, is now 
determining whether she will continue to play the 
part of a leader in world affairs or would prefer to 
abdicate her responsibility and let it go. If she 
does, freedom and democracy will go, we all will 
go. I 1113 convinced that what has happened in 
Laos will prove in the long run to be to sound as 
Cambodia. After all, what really matters is what 
acthally happens, not what instant analysts have 
to say about it. They jump to conclusions, and then 
a few weeks or months later, they prove to be 
wrong. Cambodia was an enormous success, and 
yet you go back and look up what our friends in 
the press and television were saying about it at 
the time it ended, and you'll see they weren't 
about to concede it was any success, 

"You have to be quite fatalistic about these 
things. After all'—with a sudden sharp, direct 
look-1. know more than they do or you do 
about it. I know what has happened to the enemy. 
I know he has taken enormous losses. I know 
how the South Vietnamese as a whole really be-
haved, in spire of what three or four units may 
have done. They proved they could hack it. 
Everybody ought to wait awhile and see how Lass 
affects our continuing withdrawal. The enemy will 
not be able to launch another offensive this sum-
mer. He will not be able to interfere with the 
timetable for the ending of our involiement. 

"I know when American involvement will 
end, though I can't state it, because to do so 
would be  ro give up retain tactical advantages, 
and also to temove whatever chance—litde, not 
big—may remain to have meaningful negotiations 
in Paris. 

"I think we're going to mike it, in this situe,  
tioo-1 think withdrawal is going to work, Viet-
nemizetion is going to work—not in the sense 
that 'Vieununitation' would mean the withdraw-
ing of all of the American presence. but in the 
basic sense of South Vietnam being able to handle 
its awn affairs. In the sense of 17 million people 
having a chance ro decide their own destiny and 
their own future, which is what we will have 
achieved for them with our help and oar saaince. 

"If we out do this, it will be one of the major 
achievements of this nation in all its long history 
—to keep a Communist enemy from conquering 
our friends, to give a ration the right to live as it 
wants to live, 

"If we fail in that, and if South Vietnam goes 
Communist in spite of all we've done, then Com-
munism will indeed be the wave of the future in 
Asia. But I don't think it it, and ! don't think that 
is whet will happen... 

"Critical to all of this is the way the Vietnam 
war ends. If it ends in a way that can be inter-
peered as an American defeat—a retreat, a bugour 
—inevitably those in the world who are inclined 
ro use farce to gain their aggressive or imperielis 
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tic ends will be encouraged to do so. And all our 
friends will be in disarray. The world will say, 

'Look at Vietnam. If the United States could not 
be counted on there, where can she be counted 
on?' The way to avoid more Vietnams is to be 
sure that this Vietnam ends in a way that will 
nor dismay our friends and encourage future 

aggressors.... 
The press?" His expression changed. be. 

tame earnest, stubborn, close to contemptuous. 
"I probably follow the press morn closely and am 

less affected by it than any other Presidest. I have 
a very cool detachment about it. I read it basically 

to find out what other people are reading, no that 
I'll know what is being given the country and what I 
have to deal with when I talk to the country and 
cry CO influence people for my programs. And of 
course l read it also because sometimes there will 
be a very thoughtful article on some subject that 
is enlightening and of value to me. Presidents are 
like other people: they dont know everything, 
it's good to get another point of view on some-
thing. Providing. that is, that it's a marten:4 sub-
stance and not just something somebody has 
dreamed up bemuse he doesn't like Nixon or 
wants to make paints with his own boss or 
bureaucracy, who don't like Nixon. 

"I'm not like Lyndon as regards the press—
we're two different people. The press was like a 
magnet to him. He'd read every single thing chat 

was critical. he'd watch the news on TV all the 
time, and then he'd get mad. I never get mad. I 
expect I have one of the most hostile and unfair 

presses that any President has ever had, but I've 
developed a philosophical attitude about it. I 
developed it early. I have won all my political bat-
tles with to) to 90 percent of the press against me. 
How have I done it? I ignored the press and went 

to the people, 
"I have never called a publisher, never called 

an editor, never called a reporter, on the carpa-
1 don't care. And you know?"—a grins but rather 
pleased expression—"that's what makes 'ern mad. 
That's what infuriates 'em. l just don't care. I Nst 
don t raise the roof with 'em. And that gets 'em. 

"Anyway, that isn't my style_ I don't stomp 
around. I don't believe in public displays of 

anger. I don't raise hell. I'm never rough on the 

staff about things just for the alike of being rough, 

or making an effect But they know how I feel. 

The things we've faced in this Administration 
have taken • lot of hard decisions and I've had to 
be firm about things, but I've brim firm—I haven't 
shouted about it. There are some people, you 
know, they chink the way to be a big man is ro 
shout and stomp and raise hell—and then nothing 
ever really happens. I'm ant like that, with the 
staff or with the press. 

"1 never shoot blanks. 
"I respect the individual members of the 

press—some of them, particularly the old= ones 
—who have some standards of objectivity and 
fairness. And the individual competence of many 

of the younger ones, respect that coo, though 
nowadays they don't are about fairness, it's the 
'in' thing to forget objectivity and let your prej-
udices show. You can see it in my press confer. 
owes all the time. You read the Kennedy press 
conferences and see bow soft and geode they were  

with him, and then you read mine. I never get any 
easy questions—and I don't want any. I am quite 
aware that ideologically the Washington press 
corps doesn't agree with me. I expect it. I chink 
the people can judge for themselves when they 
watch one of my press conferences. les all there. 

"I can tell you this."—and his eyes narrowed, 
he swung his chair around and stared out across 
the distant gray Pacific—"as long as I am in this, 
office, the press will never irritate me, never effect 
me, never push me to any move I don't think is 

hat kind of a country would 
he like America to be when 
he leaves the Presidency? 
What would he like history to 
say Richard Nixon had done 

for America? His face sobered he fell silent, stared 
again out the window at the restless ocean, turned 
hack, spoke slowly and thoughtfully, repeating, 

refining, rephrasing. 
"What kind of country? 
"I would like first to get this was ended in a 

way that Americans can look back upon not 
ashamed, not frustrated, not angry, but with a 

pride that in spire of our difficulties we have been 
totally unselfish—that we have enabled 17 million 

people to choose their own destiny, and in so 
doing have preserved and strengthened the chance 
for peace in the Pacific basin, and probably the 

world. 
"I would like to leave with a new relation' 

ship between the U.S. and the 'U.S.S.R. It will be 
intensely competitive, of course. We are different 
peoples with a different history and we want dd. 
ferenr things—bur I believe we arc at the critical 
point where we can finally decide that we must 
have a live-and-la-live relationship. I think we 
are making some progress in that direction. I hope 
we may have achieved it when I leave. I would 
like to leave some structure on which at least the 
beginnings of genuine world peace can be built. 

"Domestically, this nation is never going to 
be wholly at one. Bur I would hope that we can 
reduce the tensions, reduce the demonstrations, 
reduce the dissent—rot the constructive dissent 

that is the yeast or a free society, but the destruc-
tive dissent that wants only to mu down the 

system. 
' 	"I want everybody in this country to recog- 

nize that our system provides for peaceful change 
—to ger people to work within the system and 

find better methods to make the system work. 
"You said something in your questions 

about how could 1, a basically conservative Presi. 
dent, propose such 'liberal' things as revenue 
sharing and the Family Assistance Plan. That isn't 

'liberal.' les common sense. I believe revenue 

sharing is one way to make the system work bet-
ter, because it means decentrelization of govern-
ment—and I think decentralization of govern-
ment is the key. The modern owennethcentury 

liberal is for big goverment. He likes concentra-
tion of power—ht lifer power. I don't go with him 
in that. I hope to give more people a chance ro 

participate in the action—to believe that what 
they do counts_ I want to restore as much as we 
an the concept that this country has grown great  

by adhering to the principle of shared responsi. 
biay and peaceful change. 

"I would like to make 50174e progress in re,  

storing same sense of understanding and of pride 
in this country and in its grearness—get away from 
this idea that America's foreign policy is rotten. 
its domestic policies are rotten, the whole 

damned thing is rotten. I know that because of 
slavery, black Americans have not had an equal 

chance; I know that there are many injustices in 
other areas. But we are working, we are trying, we 
are making progress. I know these things MA be 

;lidera, and in a peaceable and constructive way, 

through the system we have. When you look at 

the United States with all its pockmarks, you 

realize that, nonetheless, a person born in this 

country has more freedom and more genuine op-
portunity than a person born in any ocher country_ 

"I would like to leave a renewed conviction 
in America that the system dart work, that demo-
cratic government is better than the alternatives, 
that reforms cam be made through peaceful 
change. I would like to leave reestablished the 
idea that in this system things can be achieved 
and made berm. In foreign policy, the greatest 
contribution a President could make would be to 
leave a world in which the United States is at 
peace with every nation—and has the strength and 

the will to guarantee that peace 
"In a sense"—hitting the desk firmly with his 

hand—"it's all right here in this room—right here 

in this chair. Whoever is President of the United 
Scares, and what he does, is going to determine 
the kind of world we have. His leadership must be 
strong—and firm—and. we hope, wise. 

But more than that. He muse be supported 
by the belief and the conviction and the faith or 
the American people, in themselves and in their 
country. That's why I. want ro restore some sense 
of balance, of perspective, of understanding and 
pride in America's role in the world, and in her 
institutions. 

"This is a noble country in many ways, and 
somehow we must restore the feeling that we 

should take pride in it--that we should believe in 
its system and its policies and its furore. 

"The important thing is not our capacity to 
do things—we have that. The important thing is 

our will. It is not going to be there unless we re-
store to Americans more faith in themselves and 

chat country. 
"The problem now is the American spirit. 

This is a crisis of the spirit that we face. The most 

important thing of all is CO restore the American 
spirit. 

-That is what I would like to do before 
leave this office." 

On that day the headlines were full of post. 

Laotian backbiting, of Lieutenant Calley and My 
Lai, and of Leonid Brezhnev, calling with a fine, 

stern, moral righteousness for world peace, m the 
city whose leaders have done, are doing and will 
continue to do, more than any ocher members of 

the planer to destroy it. 
The sky was still gray, the sea cold, the air 

chillywhen I left. From thedoorway, King Tirnahoe 
wagged amicably one last time, and at the gates, 

the guards smiled, saluted and waved me through 
to the roaring freeway and the hastening world. 

END 
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